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Carbon nanodots (CNDs) comprise a class of next generation nanomaterials with a wide variety of potential

applications. Here, we report on their uptake into primary hematopoietic cells from three normal donors

and malignant cells from five patients with de novo acute myeloid leukemia (AML). A significant CND

uptake was observed in all cell types of the normal and leukemic cells. Still, the uptake was significantly

smaller for the CD34+ and CD33+ myeloid subsets of the malignant cell population as compared to the

normal blood-derived CD34+ and CD33+ cells. For the T and B lymphoid cell populations as defined by

CD3 and CD19 within the leukemic and normal samples a similar uptake was observed. The CNDs

accumulate preferentially in small clusters in the periphery of the nucleus as already shown in previous

studies for CD34+ progenitor/stem cells and human breast cancer cells. This particular subcellular

localization could be useful for targeting the lysosomal compartment, which plays a pivotal role in the

context of autophagy associated survival of AML cells. Our results demonstrate the usability of CNDs

beyond their application for in vitro and in vivo fluorescence labeling or drug delivery into normal and

malignant cells.
1. Introduction

Carbon nanodots, the family of carbon based, nanometer-sized
particles which includes graphene quantum dots as well as
small graphitic crystallites, have a large surface to volume ratio
and excellent biocompatibility,1,2 and studying new ways for
their production is still an active eld of research.3–6 Since they
also show uorescence with advantageous properties in an
aqueous environment, CNDs have been widely used in
biomedical studies,3,7–9 although the origin of the uorescence
is still under debate.10–13 As far as living cells are concerned,
CNDs enter the cytoplasm of many human cell lines as well as of
primary human blood cells, without signicant effects on the
cell viability.14–19 As for other nanoparticles, CNDs have been
used in studies for cancer diagnosis or drug delivery.20–26 In this
context, the question arises whether the uptake of CNDs by
malignant primary cells differs from that observed for healthy
cells.

We therefore investigated the uptake of CNDs into leukemic
cells that were freshly obtained from patients with de novo acute
myeloid leukemia. In the majority of patients with this kind of
leukemia, the pathological blasts resemble their normal
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counterparts to some extent, in particular with respect to the
expression of particular lineage- and differentiation associated
surface molecules. Between those, CD34 and CD33 are prom-
inent representatives reecting an early stemness phenotype
and myeloid differentiation, respectively. Our focus was on the
aspect whether there is a differential uptake between primary
human blood cells and leukemic cells, which could be of
translational relevance.
2. Experimental section
2.1 Patients according to AML classication

The AML can be divided into different subtypes. The most
commonly used classication schemes are the French–Amer-
ican–British (FAB)27 and the World Health Organization
(WHO)28 system. The FAB classication is based on cytomor-
phological and cytochemical criteria, while the more recent
WHO classication combines the FAB classication with
immunological, cyto-as well as molecular genetic alterations.
Table 1 lists the WHO and FAB classications of the AML
samples used in our study, as well as the percentage of blasts in
the bone marrow and peripheral blood. The AML samples fall
into different FAB categories permitting to some extent
a subtype related assessment of the uptake.
2.2 Materials

Citric acid (ACS reagent, $99.5%), Diethylentriamine (DETA,
99%), Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS), Lysis
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310 | 26303
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Table 1 WHO and FAB classifications of the five AML samples and the percentage of blasts in bone marrow (BM) and peripheral blood (PB)

Sample WHO classication FAB classication Percentage of blasts

AML 1 AML with MDS-associated modications AML M0 PB: 39% BM: 32%
AML 2 AML with MDS-associated modications AML M2 PB: 65% BM: 69%
AML 3 Acute leukemia, assignment unclear AML M4/5 PB: 10% BM: 40%
AML 4 AML without further cytometric or molecular genetic specication AML M2 PB: 1% BM: 57%
AML 5 AML without further cytometric or molecular genetic specication AML M1 PB: 77% BM: 85%
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Buffer, Float-A-Lyzer dialysis devices (100–500 Da). Antibodies
against CD45-PE-Cy7, CD34-PerCP-Cy5.5, CD33-PE, CD19-APC-
R700 and CD3-APC-H7 were purchased from BD biosciences.
Stem SPAN™ SFEM medium was bought at STEMCELL™
Technologies and microwave reaction vessels were obtained
from CEM GmbH. NucBlue™ Live ReadyProbes™ Reagent
(Invitrogen™), Poly-L-Lysine coated 8 well m-slide was obtained
from Ibidi.
2.3 Preparation and characterization of CNDs

The CNDs were prepared and characterized exactly as described
in detail elsewhere.18 In brief, uorescent CNDs were synthe-
sized according to the method of Qu et al.29 with slight modi-
cations. 210 mg citric acid and 340 mg Diethylentriamine
(DETA) were mixed and heated to 180 �C for 150 s in a closed
microwave reaction chamber (CEM Discover). The resulting
viscous liquid was dissolved in 10 ml DI water. Citric acid, DETA
and very small particles were removed by dialysis for 72 h, using
a 100–500 Da membrane, with two water exchanges every 24 h.
Aerwards, the CND solution was freeze-dried and dissolved for
further use. The CNDs were characterized by scanning probe
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy as well as by
Raman- and XPS spectroscopy. These measurements indicate
that the CNDs are composed of the mass fractions 40% C, 33%
O, 19% N and 8% H. About 30% of the carbon bonds are C–C
bonds, and the Raman spectra reveal their mixture of sp2 with
sp3 hybridization. The average size of the CNDs was (3.3 �
0.6) nm. Some particles showed a hexagonal crystal symmetry in
the TEM with a lattice constant of approximately 220 pm, which
is 10% smaller than that one of free-standing graphene. Hence,
we conclude that the CNDs are particles with mixed crystal
structures of graphene-, graphite- and possible diamond-type
sections. Their photoluminescence properties are most rele-
vant for the present study. They were measured using a Horiba
FluoroMax®-4 spectrouorometer, while the absorbance
spectra were taken with an Agilent Cary 4000 spectrophotom-
eter. The absorbance shows a peak around 360 nm wavelength
of approximately 80 nm linewidth (full width at half maximum-
FWHM). To avoid UV exposure of the cells, we excited the CNDs
with light of l ¼ 400 nm, yielding a uorescence spectrum
centered at l ¼ 460 nm (FWHMz 100 nm), which ts well into
the V450 channel of the ow cytometer (see below), which we
used for their detection. The quantum yield of the CNDs was
23%.20 Since our particles do not show a uorescence wave-
length that differs from the values expected for size quantiza-
tion and furthermore contain structural elements, like sp3

hybridizations, that should be absent in graphene, we refer to
26304 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310
them as carbon nanodots. These nanoparticles are selected for
the present study for several reasons. First of all, it has been
shown earlier that they have a small toxicity and almost no
inuence on the gene expression of the exposed cells.19 Second,
they have a small mass and are thus expected to exert only
a marginal inuence on the dynamics of attached macromole-
cules of interest. Finally, they are relatively simple to prepare,
show a competitive quantum yield and have a long shelf life of
several months.
2.4 Collection of leukapheresis derived blood samples from
normal donors

Primary hematopoietic cells were obtained from leukapheresis
products (LP) of three healthy individuals who served as HLA-
identical donors for an allogeneic blood stem cell trans-
plantation using the granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-
CSF) at a dose of 480 mg per day over a period of ve days.
This increases the number of circulating human progenitor and
stem cells (HSCs) – as characterised by the expression of CD34
on the cell surface – in the peripheral blood. This kind of LP
samples are furthermore enriched with mononuclear blood
cells (MNCs) including T and B cells, monocytes and CD34+

HSCs.30–32 The samples also contain a signicant percentage of
granulocytes which are activated due to the exposure to G-CSF
for ve days.33
2.5 Cell preparation

Blood samples from LPs of three healthy donors and AML
samples from ve patients de novo AML were used for the in
vitro studies. In order to remove the erythrocytes, the samples
from the donors and from the patients were lysed with 50 ml
ammonium chloride, once and twice, respectively. For all
samples, the remaining leukocytes were resuspended in 50 ml
PBS and centrifuged for 5 min at 300 g. Cell pellets were
resuspended in 2 ml PBS. 3 ml per well of StemSpan™ Serum-
Free Expansion Medium (SFEM) were dispended in six well
plates and appropriate amounts of cell suspension were added,
resulting in a nal concentration of 2 � 106 cells per ml.
2.6 Cultivation of the cells for CND uptake studies

CNDs were dissolved in PBS at concentrations of 20 mg ml�1.
The obtained solutions were sterile ltered. 75 ml of CND
solution, corresponding to a concentration of 500 mg ml�1, was
added to the cell culture. The same amount of PBS without
CNDs was added to the wells serving as negative control. The
cells were cultivated in a Heracell™ 150i incubator in
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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a humidied atmosphere at 5% CO2 and 37 �C. Aer 24 h, all
samples were washed twice with PBS (centrifugation for 5
minutes at 300 g) and stained with antibodies as described in
detail below.
Fig. 1 Gating strategy of the AML samples in the left column and of the
donor samples in the right column: scatter plots of the viable cells of
AML 2 (A) and donor 3 (F) which are further differentiated using CD
markers. Gating of the myeloid progenitor cells and CD33+ malignant
blasts (B) and the monocytes (G). (C) CD34+ blasts respectively stem
and progenitor cells gate (H). Differentiation between CD3�/CD19+ B
cells and CD19�/CD3+ T cells of AML 2 (D and E) and of donor 3 (I and
J).
2.7 Flow cytometry workow

To study the differential uptake of CNDs in the various
subpopulations of primary human blood cells and leukemic
cells, monoclonal antibodies directed against lineage and
differentiation specic antigens, i.e., CD45-PE-Cy7, CD34-
PerCP-Cy5.5, CD33-PE, CD19-APC-R700 and CD3-APC-H7 were
used. The cells were incubated for 15 minutes in the dark with 2
ml diluted CD45 (1 : 10 with PBS), 2.5 ml CD34, 2.5 ml CD33, 1 ml
CD19 and 1 ml CD3 per sample. Aerwards, they were washed
with 2 ml PBS (centrifugation for 5 minutes at 300 g) and xed
with 200 ml 0.5% formaldehyde. To exclude results that do not
originate from viable cells (e.g., cell fragments or clumps), a gate
was set in a forward vs. side scatter plot (FSC vs. SSC, see Fig. S1†
in the ESI for examples). The FSC strength allows the discrim-
ination of the cells by their size, while the SSC signal distin-
guishes the cell types by their granularity. Our gating strategy is
exemplied for one AML sample and one donor sample each in
Fig. 1. For an overall characterization of the sample composi-
tion, all viable cells from each sample are represented in a CD45
vs. SSC scatter plot (Fig. 1A and F). This also allows us to set
blast gates for the AML samples later on.34–36 Aerwards, the
CD33+ cells were gated out in a CD33 vs. CD45 plot, see Fig. 1B
and G. Since the AML samples were extracted from the bone
marrow (BM), the CD33+ gate of the AML samples contains both
myeloid progenitor cells and malignant blasts. The donor
samples, on the other hand, are collected from the peripheral
blood (PB), and hence the CD33+ cells are mainly monocytes,
mixed with some basophils (a subtype of granulocytes). In the
next step, the stem and progenitor cells (CD45+/CD34+) were
selected with a CD34 vs. CD45 plot as shown in Fig. 1C and H,
respectively. The CD34+ cells of the AML samples include the
malignant blasts. Even though some of the CD33+ cells of the
donor samples have a high uorescence intensity in the CD34
PerCp-Cy5.5 channel, they were not included in the CD34+ gate
since CD34+/CD33+ cells are absent in the peripheral blood. To
distinguish between the lymphocyte subpopulations, CD3+/
CD19� cells (T cells) as well as CD19+/CD3� cells (B cells) were
gated out in a CD45 vs. CD3 respectively CD45 vs. CD19 plot. In
order to distinguish between the different types of blasts,
further gates were set which are detailed in Section 2.7.

FACS analysis was performed using a BD FACSLyric™ ow
cytometer. It is equipped with a 488 nm and a 640 nm laser to
measure the uorescence intensities in the PE, PerCP-Cy5.5, PE-
Cy7, APC-R700 and APC-H7 channels and a laser with an exci-
tation wavelength of 405 nm, allowing the measurement of the
CND induced uorescence in the V450 channel. For each
sample, at least 50 000 events were recorded. The analysis was
carried out using the BD FACSuite™ soware.

The ratio of the mean V450 uorescence intensity measured
for the samples with CNDs to that one in the control samples
was calculated, resulting in the uptake factor as the parameter,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which quanties the cellular uptake of CNDs for each specic
subpopulation. We thereby postulate that the CND uorescence
intensity represents a suitable parameter reecting the local
particle number. This implies that the intensity is not
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310 | 26305
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concentration-or pH-dependent. Concentration-dependent
studies have shown that for the CND concentrations used
here, the uorescence intensity is linear as a function of the
concentrations, while a signicant pH dependence is observed
only for unphysiologically low of high pH values (not shown).
2.8 Confocal uorescence microscopy

The AML cell line HL-60 (passage number 18) was selected for
the microscopy experiments. The cells were incubated in
appropriate nutrition medium with a concentration of 500 mg
ml�1 CNDs at 37 �C and 5% CO2 for 48 h in a Poly-L-Lysine
coated 8 well m-slide, the nuclei were stained using NucBlue™
Live ReadyProbes™ Reagent (Invitrogen™) and the nutrition
medium was exchanged for fresh medium without CNDs. The
cells were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope
evaluating the Hoechst 33342 channel (excitation 405 nm,
emission 410–495 nm), the CND channel (excitation 488 nm,
emission 495–530 nm) in framewise acquisition mode. A 63�
oil objective with NA 1.40 was used.
Fig. 2 AML samples characteristics: gating of the different blasts
subsets, firstly all blasts were gated out in a CD45 vs. SSC plot (A).
Secondly four categories were defined: CD33+/CD34� blasts, CD34+/
CD33� blasts, blasts that were positive for both antibodies (CD33+/
CD34+) and those that were not positive for either antibody (CD33�/
2.9 t-SNE representation of the ensembles

Visualization of the multi-labelled cell ensembles in two
dimensions by t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding
(t-SNE) has been carried out.37,38 The FlowJo™ soware has
been used for this purpose. The perplexity was set to 30 and the
number of iterations to 1000, respectively. The learning rate was
automatically adjusted for every sample by FlowJo™ soware.
In our t-SNE plots, the cell subtypes appear in clusters, while
a colour scale represents the CND uorescence intensity. In
order to attribute partially overlapping clusters to the corre-
sponding cell types in the AML ensembles, overlays with the
gated CD33+, CD34+, CD19+ and CD3+ populations are created,
and the thereby identied populations are framed in the t-SNE
plots accordingly.
CD34�) (B). (C) Distributions of the four blasts categories are shown for
the five AML samples.
2.10 Ethical statement

All experiments were performed in compliance with the relevant
laws and institutional guidelines and have been approved by the
ethical committee of the Heinrich Heine University (Study-no.:
2018-50_1). All donors had given their informed consent
according to the guidelines of the ethical committee specied
above.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Subset analysis of AML samples

To investigate the CND uptake by the blasts depending on their
maturity level, four categories were dened based on the
expression level of CD33 and CD34. Undifferentiated blasts
almost only express CD34 antigens on their surface, while CD33
gradually emerges at a later stage of maturation when CD34 is
vanishing. To investigate the inuence of the maturity level on
the CND uptake, the blasts were gated within a CD45 vs. SSC
plot for every AML sample (Fig. 2A and B). Aerwards, the blasts
were classied according to the expression of CD33 and CD34 in
26306 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310
four subsets depending on whether they were positive or
negative for the respective antigen.

The resulting distribution varied signicantly between the
different AML samples (Fig. 2C). While the CD33+/CD34�,
CD34+/CD33� or CD33+/CD34+ blasts are nearly equally
distributed in AML 2, AML 4 and AML 5, CD34+/CD33� blasts
predominated in AML 1 and CD33+/CD34� blasts in AML 3,
reecting the degree of relative maturity of the blasts within
their pathological boundaries. The results correspond to some
degree with the classications of the AMLs (Table 1). AML 1 was
classied as M0, i.e., a predominantly undifferentiated acute
myeloblastic leukemia (CD34+/CD33�), whereas AML 2 and 4
belong to theM2 class (AML withmaturation). AML 5 belongs to
M1, an acute myeloblastic leukemia with some maturation, as
indicated by the increase of the CD33+/CD34+ and CD33+/CD34�

blasts. Finally, in AML 3, the CD33+/CD34� blasts were domi-
nant reecting the M4/M5 classication (acute
myelomonocytic/monocytic leukemia).
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.2 Cellular uptake of CNDs

We proceed by examining whether there is a differential uptake
between primary human blood cells and the leukemic cells
collected from the bone marrow, as well as between different
subpopulations of the samples. In order to quantify and
compare the uptake, we dened the uptake factor as the ratio of
the mean uorescence signal aer CND exposure to that one of
the negative control.

First, healthy and leukemic cells show an uptake of CNDs,
reected by a signicant increase in signal intensity in the cells
cultivated in the presence of CNDs as compared to the controls.
The mean uorescence signal in the V450 channel is increased
by at least a factor of four. Representative examples are given in
Fig. 3 for AML 2 (C) and for donor 3 (D). In more detail, the
uptake factor for the CD34+ cells (HSCs) from the donor
samples is 1.7 – fold greater as compared to that one of the AML
samples. The uptake factors of the CD33+ populations differ
even more between AML and donor samples, as the mean
uptake factor for the donor samples is increased by 3.2. These
ndings indicate that the leukemic cells CD33+ and CD34+

leukemic cells have an apparently reduced ability to take up
small compounds such as CNDs from the extracellular space.

Next, we have studied whether one of the four blast
subpopulations (as obtained from the gating protocol shown in
Fig. 2) shows a selective uptake behaviour. The resulting uptake
Fig. 3 (A) The sample-averaged uptake factors as determined for the f
squares denote the uptake factors of the individual samples, the horizo
values. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, and the lower and
Please note that the CD34+ population from the AML samples contains
population is composed of the CD34+/CD33+ and the CD34�/CD33+ ce
donor (donor 3, (C)) sample, as observed in the populations characterize
a maximum value of 1 for better comparability. The t-SNE plots for the
examples. Here, the colour scale quantifies the fluorescence intensity in
CD19+ and CD3+) have been framed manually.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
factors do not show any differences between the various blast
categories (see Fig. S2† of the ESI). This nding indicates that
the degree of differentiation of the blasts is not related to the
uptake capability of the CNDs, suggesting that a subset specic
targeting of blasts without further modications of the CNDs is
not feasible.

Having a closer look on the intensity histogram of the CD33+

population (Fig. 3(B) and (C)) it becomes apparent that the
intensity of the donor CD33+ cells show two peaks, one around 2
� 103 counts and a second one around 104 counts. This split
was not found in the negative control, which represents the
autouorescence. Hence, the splitting indicates that two
different CD33+ cell types are present which differ with regard to
their CND uptake behaviour, which can be related to CD33+

monocytes only present in the LP products of the normal
donors. This cell type is a prototype for a phagocytic cell
implying that the CNDs are engulfed by vesicles related to the
endolysosomal pathway, as suggested in earlier work.19 On the
other hand, the rst peak is probably related to a small
proportion of CD33+ progenitor cells contained within the
population of mobilized CD34+ cells (see Fig. S3† in the ESI).

For the CD19+ and CD3+ populations, there was no signi-
cant difference between the uptake factors of AML and donor
samples. Still, for both, AML as well as donor samples, the
uptake factor for the CD19+ subpopulation is signicantly
our cell types and the corresponding statistical properties. The black
ntal bars are the median values and the unfilled squares are the mean
upper edge correspond to the first and the third quartile of the data.
the CD34+/CD33+ and the CD34+/CD33� cells. Likewise, the CD33+

lls. Examples of the CND uptake by an AML (AML 2, (B)) and a healthy
d by four CD antibodies. The intensity histograms are all normalized to
AML 2 and donor 3 samples are shown in (D) and (E), respectively as
the V450 A channel. The identified CD populations (CD33+, CD34+,

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310 | 26307
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greater in comparison to the CD3+ cells. For the AML and the
normal donor samples, the mean uptake factors of the CD19+

cells are about 1.38 and 1.76 times greater, respectively. A
smaller uptake avidity of CD3+ T and T helper cells compared to
CD19+ B cells from healthy donors was already observed in our
previous study.19 The difference between these two types of
lymphoid cells may relate to the phagocytic ability of activated B
cells.39

The t-SNE plots (Fig. 3(D) (for AML 2) and (E) (for donor 3))
permit a very informative illustration of our ndings, as the
uorescence intensity of the CND signal in the V450 channel is
color-coded. With regard to the AML samples, the relatively
homogeneous intensity of colour across all subpopulations
represents the similar uptake behaviour of the various cell types
with a strong overlap of the CD33+ and the CD34+ cells. In
contrast, the populations of the healthy samples are distin-
guishable in the t-SNE map, each of them characterized by
a particular colour-coded uptake activity, which corresponds to
the distinct peaks shown in Fig. 3C.
3.3 Subcellular distribution of CNDs in AML cells

In order to compare the intracellular distribution of the CNDs
in AML cells, confocal microscopy images of HL-60 cells (cor-
responding to AML FAB M2 cells) were taken aer 48 h of
incubation with CNDs (Fig. 4). The CNDs accumulate prefer-
entially in small clusters in the periphery of the nucleus. Based
on the results of previous studies in HSCs and human breast
cancer cells using a counterstaining method these clusters
could be localized to lysosomes.19,40 It is therefore conceivable
that the CNDs following ingestion into the leukemic blasts are
stored in the lysosomes, suggesting that the endolysosomal
Fig. 4 Microscopy image of HL-60 cells taken 48 h after incubation wit
(63� oil, NA 1.40). The nucleus was stained with Hoechst 33342, which w
between 410 nm and 495 nm (cyan). The CNDs were exited with a 488 n
between 495 nm and 530 nm (yellow). The images have been acquired f
overlay of the transmitted light from the CND channel and the fluorescen
the same imaging parameters, are shown in the ESI.†

26308 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26303–26310
pathway is also effective in AML cells. In the light of this nding
the results of Folkerts et al. are interesting and of potential
therapeutic relevance.41 They could show decreased survival
upon HCQ 20 mM hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) treatment for
leukemic cell lines as well as primary sorted AML CD34+ cells (n
¼ 36) compared to normal bone marrow CD34+ cells (N ¼ 6;
NBM CD34+: 41.7% � 7.1 vs. AML CD34+: 21.3% � 3.2, p ¼
<0.05).

Microscopy images of the control samples are contained
within in the ESI (see Fig. S4† and S5 in the ESI).
4. Conclusions

We compared the cellular uptake of small graphene quantum
dots into normal blood cells with that into primary leukemic
cells from patients with AML. Based on the intensity of the
CNDs related autouorescence recorded following a 24 h
exposure time in an in vitro culture, a signicantly smaller
uptake was noted into leukemic cells compared to normal
cells. This was true for both, the CD34+ as well as CD33+

subset. With regard to the uptake into lymphoid cells,
a similar degree of uptake was observed for normal and
leukemic cells, while a signicant difference was only found
between CD19+ B cells and CD3+ T cells irrespective of the
sample source. This decreased differential uptake by the
malignant cells studied here in comparison to their healthy
counterparts forms a challenge for a selective addressing of
those cells to which, e.g., a drug should be delivered. Suitable
drug delivery systems based on our CNDs therefore may
require some functionalization which increases the uptake by
the target cells, like antigens or sugars, for example by pref-
erential binding to the target cells. Alternatively, one might
h 500 mg ml�1 CNDs taken with a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope
as exited with a 405 nmUV diode laser and emission light was detected
m line from a multiline argon laser and the fluorescence was detected
ramewise. Image (A) displays only the fluorescence channels, while an
ce channels is shown in (B). Images of the control samples, taken with

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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imagine selective inhibitor schemes where the CNDs protect
the healthy cells from the impact of a drug. These issues are,
however, beyond our scope here and will be the topic of future
studies. It should be noted in this context that the reduced
uptake of quantum dots in the malignant cell type studied
here cannot be generalized to malignant cells of other organs,
such as solid tumors of the breast or lung. The latter ones are
epithelial in nature by their germline affiliation and thus may
well differ with regard to their uptake properties from
leukemia cells of mesenchymal origin.

Following their uptake, the CNDs reside in close proximity to
endosomal–lysosomal machinery, which is involved in the
uptake of extracellular particles via endocytosis. This subcel-
lular location could be useful for therapeutic targeting involving
the lysosomal compartment, which plays a pivotal role in the
context of autophagy.41 Watson and colleagues demonstrated
the dual function of autophagy for the balance between cell
death and cell survival.42 They found that the complete blockade
of autophagy induced the death of leukemic cells, while
a reduction of this pathway increased their proliferation, which
was associated with a signicantly reduced latency of the
disease. The dual role of autophagy for cancer progression and
resistance is complex and therefore challenging when a targeted
therapy is envisaged. Therefore, one direction of further work
may be geared towards methods mediating a more specic
leukemic uptake to assess functional effects on autophagy
related processes in a dose-dependent manner.
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AML
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Acute myeloid leukemia
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